
Unpained Me

1st session Creative Writing Class
Session 1 – Building Blocks of Writing
[…] 5 – Unverbing: use the pre-fix 'un' before words where it does NOT exist and then put into a
sentence: eg unspending – he unspent his last pound, unbreathe – she unbreathed the day's 
pollution in one long sigh.
Assignment: Write a 250 word piece using created 'uns' and ones that also exist in the English 
language and focus on the theme of unravelling, undoing.

Friday – December 6, 2013

Today marks exactly four weeks since I've been on the pills – four weeks, 28 days, 28 pills. I have meant
to be more diligent at keeping a journal, but like everything else that I mean or “want” to do this past 
time, I can't seem to muster up the energy or will to get on with it, much less so to keep at it.

But the need and urge for some log grows stronger with every passing day, mostly because I feel that 
with the fading pain, I am slipping through myself as well, and I need to confine shattered, 
fragmenting and fading parts of my being somewhere I can hold on to them, maybe to piece them 
together in time and be whole again.

For a while, I have been counting on my correspondence with my counseling psychologist to serve this
purpose. But this exchange – comforting as it is if only for letting someone know what I am going 
through, and for the therapeutic feedback and support I get – this exchange is not enough to hold all 
the pieces that have been me: pieces undone by the pain, unpained by the pill.

I am using these writing exercises with a conscious focus on “my condition”, but even if I tried to 
unfocus it, my thoughts would still be inspired by my darkness.

For as long as I remember, I have journeyed from light into darkness and back. “My moods”, my friends
and family call them, “I know no moderation”, my mother says.

In the light, I'm overwhelmed by it: I have energy for everything and everybody, I trust the grandiose 
plans I am making will happen, the prospect of the tritest endeavors excites me, the tiniest gestures 
elate me, I clap my hands when I like or feel good about something, and when I laugh it's loud. 
Because the journey is magical, and there's so much beauty and love and solidarity, so much extended 
to me and so much to extend, so much of it to see me through.

But often weariness sets in, and bewilderment replaces excitement, and I no longer have the energy 
to unsee ugliness or unfeel hurt or undo loneliness. And then I'm in the darkness.

The darkness is everything that the light isn't. And no matter how often I find myself on the fated 
familiar path into it, finally finding myself in its presence is never unsurprising. The darkness is never 
less complete or less scary, its grip never less merciless.

The darkness mutes the light, it unloves all the warmth and brightness of its magic, unhopes all 
dreams of it. With the light silenced, the darkness locks me in an abusive dance, twirling me to its 
agonizing beat of doubt and self-doubt, choking me with sadness and despair.



But soon enough, the song of the light, or often just a hesitant whisper of its memory, beckons me 
again, slowly swaying  me to its rhythm, until I am swept by it again. The first steps into the light are 
always timid and confused, its first rays scorching and intimidating, but it doesn't take too long before 
I am dancing again to its music.

Because there is magic, there is beauty and love and solidarity. They submerse me in light so bright I 
want nothing but to wholly and totally consume it and be consumed by it. It outshines the clouds until 
I am stranded under their shadow in the darkness.

But never before had my darkness lasted so long, or the grip and ferocity of its pain been so 
unrelenting, as to undo me, to squeeze out all memory of the light and its warmth and brightness and 
excitement from my being. And never before did I need a pill to guide me out of the darkness.

Today marks exactly four weeks since I've been on the pills – 28 days, 28 pills.

I had been home for over three months now, confined by my darkness, unable to leave the house, 
unable to work, unable to communicate with anyone, or do anything I enjoyed, forgetting what that 
means. Held captive and worn down by a suffocating pain, feeling nothing but sadness and guilt and 
despair, feeling unworthy of anything but that.

The pills have eased the pain, they have cleared up the darkness. But I am not in the light, I am in a 
scary and unfamiliar place beyond the sheltering shadow and comforting agony of my darkness, and 
the colorful excitement and sustaining warmth of the light. 

And now I find that, much as I had in more lucid moments, desperately and futilely, tried to undrown 
myself from the oppressive tide of sadness and guilt and worthlessness by reminding myself of my 
bright being, to conjure up a vivid memory and sense of her from scraps of that existence – older 
email correspondences, message exchanges, photos, anything just to prove to me she really was 
there, that there once was a me without the darkness – much as I had struggled to cling  to the shreds 
of my bright self through the darkness, I find that now I am as anxiously trying to hold on to the 
castrated tentacles of its pain. Because the pills that are unpaining this me are not unraveling that 
whole me. Because the pain that has undone that whole me is so simply and utterly undone and 
unsubstanced by the pills, undoing me, unsubstancing me. Because the pills that have led me out of 
my darkness have not delivered me to light, only undarkness.


